A4 manifesto, LD orange background with white border
In bold white, shadowed font:
“Lucy Tonge for YL Disability Rep”
White dotted underline
Magenta line drawing of held hands in top right corner
Black font: “My key focus will be to make YL more inclusive and accessible to everyone,
particularly those with hidden disabilities and others faced with less visible, and therefore under
acknowledged, barriers to engagement. Everyone should be able and feel comfortable to get
involved with us.”
Bold black font: “As your YL Disability Representative, I will:”
Bullet pointed black text in white text box:
“- Commit to making sure all YL events, both in person and virtual, are accessible to all by:
- Working with the Events and Accessibility, Diversity & Standards Officers to ensure all our
events are held in accessible venues
- Making it a priority for all our online conference events to be subtitled for those who need
it going forward
- Engage and consult with members to gain a better understanding of the challenges they face
and to work to make YL a more accessible organisation for all, including those with hidden
disabilities.
- Work with LDDA to ensure that young disabled people’s voices are heard across the wider
party. This includes pushing for greater involvement of young disabled people in the drafting of
party policy. Youth and disability are NOT mutually exclusive.
- Champion all forms of campaigning (not just door-knocking and leafleting) so everyone,
especially new members, can get involved in a way that feels comfortable and is accessible for
them.
- Explore how we can continue to incorporate digital elements into our future conferences to
make sure, with COVID-19 making us rethink the way we do things, that no one is excluded.”
Bold white font on background:
“Vote Lucy Tonge for YL Diversity Committee “

